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This book is the first to establish the relevance of same-sex desires, pleasures and anxieties in the cinema of post-war Italy. It explores cinematic
representations of homosexuality and their significance in a wider cultural struggle in Italy involving society, cinema, and sexuality between the 1940s
and 1970s. Besides tracing the evolution of representations through both art and popular films, this book also analyses connections with consumer
culture, film criticism and politics. Giori uncovers how complicated negotiations between challenges to and valorization of dominant forms of
knowledge of homosexuality shaped representations and argues that they were not always the outcome of hatred but also sought to convey
unmentionable pleasures and complicities. Through archival research and a survey of more than 600 films, the author enriches our understanding of
thirty years of Italian film and cultural history.
The coining of novel lexical items and the creative manipulation of existing words and expressions is heavily dependent on contextual factors,
including the semantic, stylistic, textual and social environments in which they occur. The twelve specialists contributing to this collection aim to
illuminate creativity in word formation with respect to functional discourse roles, but also examine ‘critical creativity’ determined by language policy,
as well as diachronic phonetic variation in creatively-coined words. The data, based either on large corpora or smaller hand-collected samples, is drawn
from advertising, the daily press, electronic communication, literature, spoken interaction, cartoons, lexical ontologies and style guides. The coining of
novel lexical items and the creative manipulation of existing words and expressions is heavily dependent on contextual factors, including the semantic,
stylistic, textual and social environments in which they occur. The twelve specialists contributing to this collection aim to illuminate creativity in word
formation with respect to functional discourse roles, but also examine ‘critical creativity’ determined by language policy, as well as diachronic
phonetic variation in creatively-coined words. The data, based either on large corpora or smaller hand-collected samples, is drawn from advertising, the
daily press, electronic communication, literature, spoken interaction, cartoons, lexical ontologies and style guides. Each study analyses novel
formations in relation to their contexts of use and inevitably leads to the crucial question of creativity vs. productivity. By focussing on creative lexical
formations at the level of parole, these studies provide insights into morphological theory at the level of langue, and ultimately seek to explain lexical
creativity as a function of language use.
MACHINIMA. 32 Conversations on the Art of Video Games is a unique collection of interviews with international artists using digital gaming to make
art. Finally available in Italian, these conversations - that took place between 2016 and 2010 - chart a complex phenomenon, providing an essential set
of resources for anybody interested in often overlooked, misunderstood or plainly ignored, artistic practices such as machinima and game art. Text in
Italian.MACHINIMA. 32 Conversazioni sull'arte del videogioco propone una selezione ragionata di interviste realizzate tra il 2016 e il 2010 con artisti
internazionali che utilizzano il videogioco come materia grezza per fare arte. Questi contributi - tutti inediti per l'Italia - forniscono preziosi strumenti
critici per illuminare un fenomeno artistico ibrido e mutante, generalmente frainteso, spesso sottovalutato, talvolta completamente ignorato dalla
cosiddetta critica istituzionale, quello del machinima e dell'arte videoludica.
Analyze, Understand, Appreciate Living with Art provides the tools to help students think critically about the visual arts. Using a wealth of examples,
the first half of the text examines the nature, vocabulary, and elements of art, offering a foundation for students to learn to analyze art effectively. The
latter half sets out a brief but comprehensive history of art, leading students to understand art within the context of its time and place of origin. High
quality images from a wide range of periods and cultures bring the art to life, and topical essays throughout the text foster critical thinking skills. Taken
together, all of these elements help students to better appreciate art as a reflection of the human experience and to realize that living with art is living
with ourselves.
The Rise of eSports
Textual and Visual Selves
FLIGHT -CANC
Modding the Sims and the Culture of Gaming
Carolee Schneemann
A Story of Murder and the Crime That Wasn't
Good Luck Have Fun

MACHINIMA. 32 Conversations on the Art of Video Games is a unique collection of interviews with international artists
using digital gaming to make art. Finally available in Italian, these conversations - that took place between 2016 and 2010
- chart a complex phenomenon, providing an essential set of resources for anybody interested in often overlooked,
misunderstood or plainly ignored, artistic practices such as machinima and game art. Text in Italian. MACHINIMA. 32
Conversazioni sull'arte del videogioco propone una selezione ragionata di interviste realizzate tra il 2016 e il 2010 con
artisti internazionali che utilizzano il videogioco come materia grezza per fare arte. Questi contributi - tutti inediti per l'Italia
- forniscono preziosi strumenti critici per illuminare un fenomeno artistico ibrido e mutante, generalmente frainteso, spesso
sottovalutato, talvolta completamente ignorato dalla cosiddetta critica istituzionale, quello del machinima e dell'arte
videoludica.
Autobiography in France has taken a decidedly visual turn in recent years: photographs, shown or withheld, become
evidence of what was, might have been, or cannot be said; photographers, filmmakers, and cartoonists undertake projects
that explore issues of identity. Textual and Visual Selves investigates, from a variety of theoretical perspectives, the ways
in which the textual and the visual combine in certain French works to reconfigure ideas—and images—of selfrepresentation. Surprisingly, what these accounts reveal is that photography or film does not necessarily serve to shore up
the referentiality of the autobiographical account: on the contrary, the inclusion of visual material can even increase
indeterminacy and ambiguity. Far from offering documentary evidence of an extratextual self coincident with the “I” of the
text, these images testify only to absence, loss, evasiveness, and the desire to avoid objectification. However, where
Roland Barthes famously saw the photograph as a prefiguration of death, in this volume we see how the textual strategies
deployed by these writers and artists result in work that is ultimately life-affirming.
In this ground-breaking work, twenty-three authors investigate and discuss composer Pauline Oliveros' revolutionary
practice of Deep Listening. From an education program reaching 47,000 San Francisco school children to electronic
dance music (EDM) events held in remote desert locations, from underwater duets with whales to architectural listening,
the multifaceted essays in this collection provide compelling depictions of Deep Listening's ability to nurture creative work
and promote societal change.
Use this book to learn how you can, at little or no expense, make virtually any movie using Machinima. The authors guide
you from making your first Machinima movie to a grounding in both conventional filmmaking and Machinima technology
that will let you tackle very complex film projects. The book focuses on the following Machinima platforms: The Sims 2:
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Arguably the most popular Machinima platform of all time, The Sims 2 allows you to tell stories ranging from romance to
noir action. World Of Warcraft: Tell your own tales of heroism in the world of Azeroth, following in the footsteps of awardwinning Machinima creators and even the makers of South Park. Medieval 2: Total War - This astonishing new game
allows you to create Lord of the Rings-scale medieval battle films using just a home computer! MovieStorm: For the first
time, unleash the power of Machinima as a professional user using a fully-featured, fully-licensed commercial Machinima
platform. You'll be introduced to all aspects of Machinima production, from live filming in a game through the creation of
sets, props and characters, as well as the basics of cinematography, storytelling and sound design.
History, Theory and Practice
Stillness and the Moving Image
Third Joint Conference on Interactive Digital Storytelling, ICIDS 2010, Edinburgh, UK, November 1-3, 2010, Proceedings
Players Unleashed!
Homosexuality and Italian Cinema
Games that Educate, Train and Inform
In this book, the authors examine manifestations of transmedia storytelling in different
historical periods and countries, spanning the UK, the US and Argentina. It takes us into the
worlds of Conan the Barbarian, Superman and El Eternauta, introduces us to the archaeology
of transmedia, and reinstates the fact that it's not a new phenomenon.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 13th International Conference on
Interactive Digital Storytelling, ICIDS 2020, held in Bournemouth, UK, in November 2020. The
15 full papers and 8 short papers presented together with 5 posters, were carefully reviewed
and selected from 70 submissions. The conference offers topics in game narrative and
interactive storytelling, including the theoretical, technological, and applied design practices,
narrative systems, storytelling technology, and humanities-inspired theoretical inquiry,
empirical research and artistic expression.
How to get rid of homeless is a monumental project. A 600-page epic split in two volumes
documenting the so-called “homeless scandal” that affected the newly released game SimCity
(Maxis/Electronic Arts, 2013), How to get rid of homeless reproduces dozens of threads
concerning “homelessness” that appeared in Electronic Arts’ online forum between 2012 and
2013. Matteo Bittanti collected, selected, and transcribed thousands of messages exchanged
by the forum members who first experienced and then tried to “eradicate” the phenomenon
of homelessness that “plagued” SimCity. From surprise to despair, from shock to resignation,
these posts highlight the pitfalls of simulation, the not-so-subtle effects of ideology on game
design, and the interplay between play and society, politics and entertainment.
Decontextualized from their original source and reproduced on paper sans the majority of
online communication hallmarks (e.g. author’s signatures, side banners, avatar pictures etc.),
these textual exchanges create a peculiar narrative. Some of the dialogues’ absurdist tones
evoke Ionesco’s plays. Others reveal racist and classist biases, and forcefully introduce - or,
rather, reintroduce - a highly political vision that the alleged “neutral” algorithms were
supposed to overcome.
In the age of "complex Tv", of social networking and massive consumption of transmedia
narratives, a myriad short-lived phenomena surround films and TV programs raising questions
about the endurance of a fictional world and other mediatized discourse over a long arc of
time. The life of media products can change direction depending on the variability of
paratextual materials and activities such as online commentaries and forums, promos and
trailers, disposable merchandise and gadgets, grassroots video production, archives, and
gaming. This book examines the tension between permanence and obsolescence in the
production and experience of media byproducts analysing the affections and meanings they
convey and uncovering the machineries of their persistence or disposal. Paratexts, which
have long been considered only ancillary to a central text, interfere instead with textual
politics by influencing the viewers’ fidelity (or infidelity) to a product and affecting a fictional
world’s "life expectancy". Scholars in the fields of film studies, media studies, memory and
cultural studies are here called to observe these byproducts' temporalities (their short form
and/or long temporal extention, their nostalgic politics or future projections) and assess their
increasing influence on our use of the past and present, on our temporal experience, and,
consequently, on our social and political self-positioning through the media.
Looseleaf for Living with Art
A New American Picture
Divine Visions as Cinematic Experience
From the Fall of Fascism to the Years of Lead
Interactive Digital Narrative
The F.A.T. Manual
Self-Portraits
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Machinima
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the Third International Conference on Interactive Digital Storytelling, ICIDS 2010, held in
Edinburgh, UK, in November 2010. The book includes 3 keynotes, 25 full and short papers, 11 posters, 4 demonstration papers, 6
workshop papers, and 1 tutorial. The full and short papers have been organized into the following topical sections: characters and decision
making; story evaluation and analysis; story generation; arts and humanities; narrative theories and modelling; systems; and applications.
A compelling examination of the the practice and implications of modding as they apply to the bestelling computer game The Sims.
The last decade has seen an incredible growth in the production and distribution of images and other cultural artefacts. The internet is the
place where all these cultural products are stored, classified, voted, collected and trashed. What is the impact of this process on art making
and on the artist? Which kind of dialogue is going on between amateur practices and codified languages? How does art respond to the
society of information? This is a book about endless archives, image collections, bees plundering from flower to flower and hunters
crawling through the online wilderness. Alterazioni Video, Kari Altmann, Cory Arcangel, Gazira Babeli, Kevin Bewersdorf, Luca Bolognesi,
Natalie Bookchin, Petra Cortright, Aleksandra Domanovic, Harm van den Dorpel, Constant Dullaart, Hans-Peter Feldmann, Elisa Giardina
Papa, Travis Hallenbeck, Jodi, Oliver Laric, Olia Lialina & Dragan Espenshied, Guthrie Lonergan, Eva and Franco Mattes, Seth Price, Jon
Rafman, Claudia Rossini, Evan Roth, Travess Smalley, Ryan Trecartin.
A Singer's Guide to Survival
Transmedia Archaeology
Smaller Than Life
Anthology of Essays on Deep Listening
Visible
Digital Labor
The Performing Life

A continuation of 1994’s groundbreaking Cartoons, Giannalberto Bendazzi’s Animation: A World History is the largest, deepest, most
comprehensive text of its kind, based on the idea that animation is an art form that deserves its own place in scholarship. Bendazzi delves
beyond just Disney, offering readers glimpses into the animation of Russia, Africa, Latin America, and other often-neglected areas and
introducing over fifty previously undiscovered artists. Full of first-hand, never before investigated, and elsewhere unavailable information,
Animation: A World History encompasses the history of animation production on every continent over the span of three centuries. Volume II
delves into the decades following the Golden Age, an uncertain time when television series were overshadowing feature films, art was heavily
influenced by the Cold War, and new technologies began to emerge that threatened the traditional methods of animation. Take part in the
turmoil of the 1950s through 90s as American animation began to lose its momentum and the advent of television created a global interest in
the art form. With a wealth of new research, hundreds of photographs and film stills, and an easy-to-navigate organization, this book is
essential reading for all serious students of animation history. Key Features Over 200 high quality head shots and film stills to add visual
reference to your research Detailed information on hundreds of never-before researched animators and films Coverage of animation from
more than 90 countries and every major region of the world Chronological and geographical organization for quick access to the
information you’re looking for
Digital Labor calls on the reader to examine the shifting sites of labor markets to the Internet through the lens of their political,
technological, and historical making. Internet users currently create most of the content that makes up the web: they search, link, tweet, and
post updates—leaving their "deep" data exposed. Meanwhile, governments listen in, and big corporations track, analyze, and predict users'
interests and habits. This unique collection of essays provides a wide-ranging account of the dark side of the Internet. It claims that the divide
between leisure time and work has vanished so that every aspect of life drives the digital economy. The book reveals the anatomy of playbor
(play/labor), the lure of exploitation and the potential for empowerment. Ultimately, the 14 thought-provoking chapters in this volume ask
how users can politicize their troubled complicity, create public alternatives to the centralized social web, and thrive online. Contributors:
Mark Andrejevic, Ayhan Aytes, Michel Bauwens, Jonathan Beller, Patricia Ticineto Clough, Sean Cubitt, Jodi Dean, Abigail De Kosnik,
Julian Dibbell, Christian Fuchs, Lisa Nakamura, Andrew Ross, Ned Rossiter, Trebor Scholz, Tizania Terranova, McKenzie Wark, and
Soenke Zehle
A fascinating exploration of the role new media technologies play in our experience of film.
The book is concerned with narrative in digital media that changes according to user input—Interactive Digital Narrative (IDN). It provides
a broad overview of current issues and future directions in this multi-disciplinary field that includes humanities-based and computational
perspectives. It assembles the voices of leading researchers and practitioners like Janet Murray, Marie-Laure Ryan, Scott Rettberg and
Martin Rieser. In three sections, it covers history, theoretical perspectives and varieties of practice including narrative game design, with a
special focus on changes in the power relationship between audience and author enabled by interactivity. After discussing the historical
development of diverse forms, the book presents theoretical standpoints including a semiotic perspective, a proposal for a specific theoretical
framework and an inquiry into the role of artificial intelligence. Finally, it analyses varieties of current practice from digital poetry to
location-based applications, artistic experiments and expanded remakes of older narrative game titles.
13th International Conference on Interactive Digital Storytelling, ICIDS 2020, Bournemouth, UK, November 3–6, 2020, Proceedings
How to Get Rid of Homeless
Machinima
Animating Truth
Volume III: Contemporary Times
Volume II: The Birth of a Style - The Three Markets
Burned

Was a monstrous killer brought to justice or an innocent mother condemned? On an April night in 1989, Jo Ann Parks
survived a house fire that claimed the lives of her three small children. Though the fire at first seemed a tragic accident,
investigators soon reported finding evidence proving that Parks had sabotaged wiring, set several fires herself, and even
barricade her four-year-old son inside a closet to prevent his escape. Though she insisted she did nothing wrong, Jo Ann
Parks received a life sentence without parole based on the power of forensic fire science that convincingly proved her
guilt. But more than a quarter century later, a revolution in the science of fire has exposed many of the incontrovertible
truths of 1989 as guesswork in disguise. The California Innocence Project is challenging Parks's conviction and the socalled science behind it, claiming that false assumptions and outright bias convicted an innocent mother of a crime that
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never actually happened. If Parks is exonerated, she could well be the "Patient Zero" in an epidemic of overturned guilty
verdicts—but only if she wins. Can prosecutors dredge up enough evidence and roadblocks to make sure Jo Ann Parks
dies in prison? No matter how her last-ditch effort for freedom turns out, the scenes of betrayal, ruin, and hope will leave
readers longing for justice we can trust.
Esports is one of the fastest growing—and most cutthroat—industries in the world. A confluence of technology, culture, and
determination has made this possible. Players around the world compete for millions of dollars in prize money, and
companies like Amazon, Coca Cola, and Intel have invested billions. Esports are now regularly played live on national
TV. Hundreds of people have dedicated their lives to gaming, sacrificing their education, relationships, and even their
bodies to compete, committing themselves with the same fervor of any professional athlete. In Good Luck Have Fun,
author Roland Li talks to some of the biggest names in the business and explores the players, companies, and games
that have made it to the new major leagues. Follow Alex Garfield as he builds Evil Geniuses, a modest gaming group in
his college dorm, into a global, multimillion-dollar eSports empire. Learn how Brandon Beck and Marc Merrill made
League of Legends the world’s most successful eSports league and most popular PC game, on track to make over $1
billion a year. See how Twitch.tv pivoted from a video streaming novelty into a $1 billion startup on the back of
professional gamers. And dive into eSports’ dark side: drug abuse, labor troubles, and for each success story, hundreds
of people who failed to make it big. With updates on recent developments, Good Luck Have Fun is the essential guide to
the rise of an industry and culture that challenge what we know about sports, games, and competition.
Provides information on how to take entertainment game development skills and adapt them to the design of serious
games for education, training, and healing.
The Opera Singer's Career Guide: Understanding the European Fach System by Pearl Yeadon McGinnis (Scarecrow,
2010) / 336 pages / 5.5 x 8.5 / $45.00 (paper & electronic) LTD (paper): 290 units; $9,640. 200 in stock LTD (electronic):
59 units; $1,684 Get the Callback: The Art of Auditioning for Musical Theatre by Jonathan Flom (Scarecrow, 2009) / 162
pages / 5.5 x 8.5 / $40.00 (cloth), $25.00 (paper) LTD (paper): 1,341 units; $ 23,768, 218 in stock LTD (cloth): 418 units;
$12,103 88 in stock LTD (electronic): 32 units; $490 A Beginning Singer's Guide by Richard Davis (Scarecrow, 1998) /
232 pages / 8.5.x 5.5 / $41.75 (paper) LTD (paper): 1,774 units; $39,851 LTD (paper): 157 units; $4,358 (now OP)
How to Play Video Games
The Internet as Playground and Factory
Storytelling in the Borderlines of Science Fiction, Comics and Pulp Magazines
Gamescenes
Medieval Saints and Modern Screens
A Reader, Second Edition
Collect the Wwworld. the Artist As Archivist in the Internet Age
Consists of images captured by Google Street View.
Flight Cancelled is a collection of comments written by consumers who flew with Alitalia, Italy's main airline company, between 2003
and 2016. These travel experiences originally appeared online at My 3 Cents, Consumer Reports, and Yelp. They are reproduced in this
book in reverse chronological order. They have not been edited, changed or sanitized in any way. These are stories of frustration and
resistance. Loss and sorrow. Hope and resignation. Negligence and resilience. These are horror stories. These are cautionary tales.
Matteo Bittanti is an artist, writer, curator, publisher, translator, and scholar. His academic research focuses on the cultural, social, and
theoretical aspects of emerging technologies, with an emphasis on their effects on communication, visual culture, and the arts. He is
particularly interested in new media art, especially Game Art. Bittanti teaches Media Studies at IULM University, in Milan. He lives in
San Francisco and Milan. mattscape.org
The study of what is collectively labeled “New Media”—the cultural and artistic practices made possible by digital technology—has
become one of the most vibrant areas of scholarly activity and is rapidly turning into an established academic field, with many
universities now offering it as a major. The Johns Hopkins Guide to Digital Media is the first comprehensive reference work to which
teachers, students, and the curious can quickly turn for reliable information on the key terms and concepts of the field. The contributors
present entries on nearly 150 ideas, genres, and theoretical concepts that have allowed digital media to produce some of the most
innovative intellectual, artistic, and social practices of our time. The result is an easy-to-consult reference for digital media scholars or
anyone wishing to become familiar with this fast-developing field.
Forty original contributions on games and gaming culture What does Pokémon Go tell us about globalization? What does Tetris teach us
about rules? Is feminism boosted or bashed by Kim Kardashian: Hollywood? How does BioShock Infinite help us navigate worldbuilding? From arcades to Atari, and phone apps to virtual reality headsets, video games have been at the epicenter of our ever-evolving
technological reality. Unlike other media technologies, video games demand engagement like no other, which begs the question—what
is the role that video games play in our lives, from our homes, to our phones, and on global culture writ large? How to Play Video Games
brings together forty original essays from today’s leading scholars on video game culture, writing about the games they know best and
what they mean in broader social and cultural contexts. Read about avatars in Grand Theft Auto V, or music in The Legend of Zelda:
Ocarina of Time. See how Age of Empires taught a generation about postcolonialism, and how Borderlands exposes the seedy
underbelly of capitalism. These essays suggest that understanding video games in a critical context provides a new way to engage in
contemporary culture. They are a must read for fans and students of the medium.
Machinima For Dummies
Serious Games
Handbook of Research on Computational Arts and Creative Informatics
Animation: A World History
Up to and Including Her Limits
Art in the Age of Videogames
Interactive Storytelling

In more than five years of activity, the Free Art and Technology Lab produced an impressive
series of projects, all developed with open source software, shared online and documented in a
way that allows everybody to copy, improve, abuse or simply use them. This approach situates
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F.A.T. Lab in a long tradition of DIY, processual, sharable artistic practices based on
instructionals, and reveals a democratic idea of art where Fluxus scores meet hacker culture
(and rap music). The F.A.T. Manual is a selection of more that 100 projects, done in the belief
that printing these bits on paper will allow them to spread in a different way, infiltrate other
contexts, and germinate. An archive, a catalogue, a user manual and a software handbook. F.A.T.
Lab is an organization dedicated to enriching the public domain through the research and
development of creative technologies and media. Co-produced by Link Editions and MU in
collaboration with XPO Gallery, Paris. Exhibition: MU / De Witte Dame, Eindhoven, the
Netherlands (11.11.2013-26.1.2014).
A continuation of 1994’s groundbreaking Cartoons, Giannalberto Bendazzi’s Animation: A World
History is the largest, deepest, most comprehensive text of its kind, based on the idea that
animation is an art form that deserves its own place in scholarship. Bendazzi delves beyond just
Disney, offering readers glimpses into the animation of Russia, Africa, Latin America, and other
often-neglected areas and introducing over fifty previously undiscovered artists. Full of firsthand, never before investigated, and elsewhere unavailable information, Animation: A World
History encompasses the history of animation production on every continent over the span of
three centuries. Volume III catches you up to speed on the state of animation from 1991 to
present. Although characterized by such trends as economic globalization, the expansion of
television series, emerging markets in countries like China and India, and the consolidation of
elitist auteur animation, the story of contemporary animation is still open to interpretation.
With an abundance of first-hand research and topics ranging from Nickelodeon and Pixar to modern
Estonian animation, this book is the most complete record of modern animation on the market and
is essential reading for all serious students of animation history. Key Features Over 200 high
quality head shots and film stills to add visual reference to your research Detailed information
on hundreds of never-before researched animators and films Coverage of animation from more than
90 countries and every major region of the world Chronological and geographical organization for
quick access to the information you’re looking for
An indispensable resource for instructors and students in digital studies programs, Critical
Digital Studies is a comprehensive, creative, and fascinating look at a digital culture that is
struggling to be born, survive, and flourish."--Publisher description.
"This book looks at the combination of art, creativity and expression through the use and
combination of computer science, and how technology can be used creatively for self expression
using different approaches"--Provided by publisher.
Critical CALL – Proceedings of the 2015 EUROCALL Conference, Padova, Italy
Documentary and Visual Culture in the 21st Century
Where Art Leaves Its Own Field and Becomes Visible as Part of Something Else : Introduction
Permanence and Obsolescence in Paratexts
Lexical Creativity, Texts and Contexts
The Johns Hopkins Guide to Digital Media
Critical Digital Studies
This ground-breaking book brings theoretical perspectives from twenty-first century media, film, and cultural studies to medieval hagiography. Medieval Saints
and Modern Screens stakes the claim for a provocative new methodological intervention: consideration of hagiography as media. More precisely, hagiography is
most productively understood as cinematic media. Medieval mystical episodes are made intelligible to modern audiences through reference to the filmic - the
language, form, and lived experience of cinema. Similarly, reference to the realm of the mystical affords a means to express the disconcerting physical and
emotional effects of watching cinema. Moreover, cinematic spectatorship affords, at times, a (more or less) secular experience of visionary transcendence: an
'agape-ic encounter'. The medieval saint's visions of God are but one pole of a spectrum of visual experience which extends into our present multi-media moment.
We too conjure godly visions: on our smartphones, on the silver screen, and on our TVs and laptops. This book places contemporary pop-culture media - such as
blockbuster movie The Dark Knight, Kim Kardashian West's social media feeds, and the outputs of online role-players in Second Life - in dialogue with a corpus
of thirteenth-century Latin biographies, 'Holy Women of Liège'. In these texts, holy women see God, and see God often. Their experiences fundamentally orient
their life, and offer the women new routes to knowledge, agency, and belonging. For the holy visionaries of Liège, as with us modern 'seers', visions are
physically intimate, ideologically overloaded spaces. Through theoretically informed close readings, Medieval Saints and Modern Screens reveals the
interconnection of decidedly 'old' media - medieval textualities - and artefacts of our 'new media' ecology, which all serve as spaces in which altogether human
concerns are brought before the contemporary culture's eyes.
The theme of the conference this year was Critical CALL, drawing inspiration from the work carried out in the broader field of Critical Applied Linguistics. The
term ‘critical’ has many possible interpretations, and as Pennycook (2001) outlines, has many concerns. It was from these that we decided on the conference
theme, in particular the notion that we should question the assumptions that lie at the basis of our praxis, ideas that have become ‘naturalized’ and are not called
into question. Over 200 presentations were delivered in 68 different sessions, both in English and Italian, on topics related specifically to the theme and also more
general CALL topics. 94 of these were submitted as extended papers and appear in this volume of proceedings.
Animating Truth examines the rise of animated documentary in the 21st century, and addresses how non-photorealistic animation is increasingly used to depict
and shape reality. Confronting shifts in the status and aesthetics of the real, Nea Ehrlich analyses how contemporary technoculture has transformed the
relationship of animation to documentary by mapping out two parallel trends: the increased use of animation within documentary or non-fiction contexts, and the
increasingly pervasive use of non-photorealistic animation within digital media. As the virtual becomes another aspect of our contemporary mixed reality
(physical and virtual), the book aims to understand how this visual paradigm shift influences viewers, both ethically and politically, and questions the wider
ramifications of this transformation in non-fiction aesthetics. Nea Ehrlich is a lecturer in the Department of the Arts at Ben-Gurion University of the Negev in
Israel.
Vale's Technique of Screen and Television Writing is an updated and expanded edition of a valuable guide to writing for film and television. Mr. Vale takes the
aspiring writer through every phase of a film's development, from the original concept to the final shooting script. Teachers of the craft as well as writers and
directors have acclaimed it as one of the best books ever written on how to write a screenplay. This book combines practical advice for the aspiring or established
writer with a lucid overview of the unique features of this most contemporary art form, distinguishing film and video from other media and other kinds of
storytelling. It teaches the reader to think in terms of the camera and gives practical advice on the realities of filmmaking. At the same time, Vale, who began his
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own career as a scriptwriter for the great French director Jean Renoir, provides a solid grounding in the history of drama from the Classical Greek theater
through the great cinematic works of the twentieth century. Both philosophical and pragmatic, this is a very readable book for students and active professionals
who want to improve their writing skills, and for film enthusiasts interested in knowing more about what they see on the screen. Mr. Vale is that rare combination,
a practitioner of great experience who can offer a lucid explanation of his craft. Eugene Vale was born in Switzerland and began his career in France in the
1930s. He was an award-winning novelist, film and TV scriptwriter and teacher, whose works include the bestselling novel The Thirteenth Apostle and the scripts
for Francis of Assisi, The Bridge of San Luis Rey, and The Second Face. He also worked in many other areas of the motion picture industry, including directing,
producing, cutting, distribution and finance. His archives are held by Boston University and University of Southern California. Mr. Vale died in 1997, shortly
after he completed the updated version of this handbook.
Vale's Technique of Screen and Television Writing
Photography, Film, and Comic Art in French Autobiography
Death 24x a Second
Gazira Babeli. Ediz. inglese
The Politics of Ephemeral Digital Media

Illustrates artistic expressions made with an emphasis on videogames. Text in English and Italian.
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